Protein crystal growth. Growth kinetics for tetragonal lysozyme crystals.
A method for immobilizing protein crystals has been devised for determining face growth rates, and used to investigate the growth kinetics of hen egg white lysozyme crystals. Growth rates were determined at 22 degrees C in 0.1 M sodium acetate, 5% NaCl, pH 4.0, on the visually identified (110) face of tetragonal lysozyme crystals. Protein concentrations ranged from 13 to 57 mg/ml (saturation concentration = 1.7 mg/ml). Growth rate data were fit to the equation R = kappa sigma ri, where R = rate in cm/s; kappa = constant; sigma i = solute growth interface supersaturation; and r = rate dependence upon super-saturation, with the result that kappa = 0.146 X 10(-8) cm/s and r = 2.0. A model of the growth process was developed and the experimental data were used to determine the relative roles of transport and interfacial kinetics in the growth of this crystal. Values for the width of the boundary layer delta, the interfacial concentration Ci, and growth rate R were determined. The model may be used to extrapolate to other growth conditions. The relative role of transport and interfacial kinetics can be expressed by the coefficient gamma = (CB - Ci)/(CB - Cs), when CB is the bulk concentration and Cs the saturation. Values for gamma were found to range from much less than 0.1 for submicron-size crystals to approximately 0.15 for cm sizes. The results indicate that attachment or surface effects are rate-limiting in lysozyme crystal growth in Earth's gravity because solutal convection always provides more transport of solute than can be accommodated by the interface. In order to grow such crystals under transport limiting conditions, it would be necessary to suppress this solutal convection.